SOCIAL  CHANGES
especially since the opening up of the mines in Peru and Mexico,
increased facilities for the accumulation of capital, and, by
diminishing the comparative value of money, caused the price
of goods to increase between 1500 and 1600 to what has been
estimated as four times their previous value; though wages, being
subject to regulation, increased much less.
Enterprises of what is nowadays called a 'capitalistic' order had
started in other countries in the cloth-manufacturing and mining
industries. There were some in existence in France during the
sixteenth century, especially in connection with printing, where
they were rendered necessary by the use of machines. But
capital gravitated for preference towards the maritime trade of
a few ports - Marseilles, Bordeaux, Rouen, or La Rochelle - or
towards banking, the chief centre of which was Lyons, where the
strongest banking-houses were those of the Italians; or, above all,
towards fiscal operations carried on in combination with the king.
The most extensive credit transactions were the traites (bargains,
deals) concluded with the king with a view to providing him with
ready money, which was lent at high interest, in return for the
right of collecting his revenues. This was the function of the men
known as traitants or financiers.
The increase of luxury, copied from Italy, among the nobles
and ladies at court had particularly strengthened the position of
luxury industries of Italian origin - the manufacture of silks, gold
and silver tissues, tapestry, glass, earthenware, and furniture with
architectural forms. The masters of the guilds engaged in these
crafts complained of foreign competition, and in 1599, with the
support of the merchant Laffemas, who had become an intimate
of Henry IV, they obtained an ordinance forbidding the entry into
France of silken and fine woollen stuffs; but Lyons, which lived
by foreign trade, prevented the application of this ordinance.
Industrial labour was still carried on almost exclusively by
artisans working to order and following traditional methods. In
the country districts, and especially in the west, there were half-
peasant weavers who made cloth for the cloth-merchants, and
in the towns there were independent workmen, known as ckam-
brelans, who worked in their own rooms (chambres); but the great
majority of workmen were still journeymen hired by a master.
Their status had deteriorated, for living had become much more,
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